
entwerfen master 
„grenzen“ des wohnens 

kurztext eng: 
a complete and rigid determination of functions in built structures or buildings makes future adaptation 
due to ever-changing requirements difficult and costly. since “flexibility” is a basic requirement of our time, 
we envision a “deprogrammed building” that is open to a wide range of possible uses and evolves into a 
contemporary program for “living” in a broader sense. 

lv description eng: 

a complete and rigid determination of functions in built structures or buildings makes future adaptation due 
to ever-changing requirements difficult and costly. since “flexibility” is a basic requirement of our time, we 
envision a “deprogrammed building” that is open to a wide range of possible uses and evolves into a 
contemporary program for “living” in a broader sense. 

this semester's project will have an inclusive and integrative character and will aim to break down the 
'boundaries' of public and private spaces, as well as 'boundaries' inside buildings in plan and section. 
in our course, we will examine opportunities for internal and external development, the edges and 
transitions between rural, touristic and urban forms of life, relevant places and circumstances and the use of 
open spaces and common areas. our task will be the design of development scenarios and their spatial 
design. 

furthermore, it is expected that the area around the building site will be analyzed, especially regarding open 
spaces, public freely accessible places and places to cover daily needs, and that proposals will be developed 
to improve these needs inside and outside the property. these are for example production rooms, workshops, 
supervised facilities, social markets, social facilities... 

the students will be planning a building on a plot of land north-east of the liebenau stadium in graz, which 
apart from the necessary technical infrastructure is “functionally open”, and which is to be temporarily or 
long-term populated and used as diversely as possible. can a room be open to everything? how can this 
structure oscillate between as many wishes and requirements as possible? what functions does the city of 
graz need? how can we, as architects, redevelop this area and how can we integrate it into the existing urban 
morphology? are there new possibilities for the cooperative use of commercial spaces, how can work and 
home be easily combined, which open spaces do you need for everything that is not living or working? what 

is the importance of miv and öpnv 




